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9. INTRODWTlOS 
LET B(L) denote the closed ball of radius 1 in Iw’ with its standard symplectic structure oO. 
Our first result concerns symplectic embeddings of one 4-ball into another. It is easy to see 
that the space of symplectic embeddings of a ball into the whole of R4 is connected: by 
translating the image, one can assume that the origin is fixed. and can then use the isotopy 
g,(x) = g(t.r)/t to take y = y, to the linear map go. (Clearly, this works in any dimension: see 
[2]1.3.1) On the other hand, such an isotopy may not exist when the image of the ball is 
constrained to lie in some subset K of I&I’. For example, according to Gromov, if K has the 
shape of a dumbbell formed by two 4-balls joined by a thin tube I x B”(E). then the 
embeddings into the two balls at either end are not symplcctically isotopic. (See the 
discussion of the “symplcctic camel problem” in [ 1141.) We show: 
The following corollary is easily deduced by using the symplcctic isotopy extension 
theorem. 
COROLLARY I .2. [f 9,: B(.J.,) --, ( W4, OJ) is u sequence af s~vnplecric embeddings which ure 
nested in the sen.se Ihur Im yk c Im g, + , for u/l k, und if L = sup AL. then Int B(L) embeds 
symplecrically into W. 
Our second main result concerns symplectic forms on the complex projective plane with 
one point blown up. We will denote this manifold by C P * # cp?, and will write S, for the 
image in Q=P* # 5’ of a complex line in Q: P* which does not meet the blown up point. 
THEOREM 1.3. A sympleclic form on CP* # 3 which restricts to a non-vanishing form 
an ,SL is characterized by its cohomology cluss up to a difleomorphism which preseroes SL, 
Thus, ifp, and p, are two such forms which are cohomoloyous, there is a difleomorphism 4 of 
CP* # G such that $(S,) = S, and +‘(p,) = pO. 
The above theorems are proved in two stages. We first use a blowing up process to show 
that Theorem I. I is equivalent to the uniqueness up to diffeomorphism of certain symplectic 
structures on Q: P* # FP*. Then, by means of Gromov’s theory of pseudoholomorphic 
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curves. we show that the latter uniqueness result holds and implies Theorem 1.3. Here are 
some more details. We will state the first result for k balls. since it holds in that generality. 
Fix a s!mplectic embedding yO of the disjoint union U, B( i.,) of k balls, B( i.l). . . . B (E,). 
of radii i,. . . ,i., respectively, into the open unit bail. We will write A, for the compact 
manifold B(I) - Int( Im yO). and will write Gt.4,) for the group of diffeomorphisms of A, 
which equal the identity on the boundary. We will say that two symplectic forms uO, u1 on 
A, which equal w,, on S A, are uquirdmt, if O! = y* o,, for some 7 E G (A,). By Moser’s 
theorem. isotopic forms are equivalent (but the converse need not hold since G(A,) need not 
be connected). Next. let S, denote the manifold CP’ with k points blow up. As above, we fix 
an embedded sphere SL in Xt which represents the homology class L of the complex lines in 
CP’.anddenote by S,,. . . ., S,, the exceptional spheres in classes E,, . . ., 15, which lie over 
the blown up points. We will say that a form p has weight A: on some sphere (or homology 
class) if its integral over that sphere (or homology class) is nE.‘. The relevant group here is 
the group G(X,) of all diffeomorphisms 7 of X, such that y(S) = S. for S E {S,. S,, , . . ., 
S,,]. We will say that two forms are uquiralcnt if there is an element of G(X,) which takes 
one to the other. Again. isotopy implies equivalence but not conversely. 
This result has the following somewhat surprising corollary concerning isometric 
embeddings. where the word “isometric” refers to the standard Euclidean metric on R’. 
COROLLARY 1.5. All isomr~ric rtdwddinys oj’I.I, B(i.,) into the open unit hull ure isofopic 
through synplecrir emhcddiny.s. 
Proc$ We will see in Note 2.5 that isometric embeddings give rise to Kiihler symplectic 
forms on X,. But any two cohomologous Kihler symplectic forms on X, are equivalent: see 
Proposition 4.7. 1 
It would, of course, be very interesting to know if the space of symplectic embcddings of 
k balls into Int B(l) is connected, since if it were not, there would be non-Kshler symplectic 
forms on X,. It follows from Note 4.8 below that every cohomology class on X, which has 
a symplectic representative also has a Kghler representative. However, the symplectic 
packing inequalities are weaker than the isometric ones: for example, the disjoint union of 
two balls B(%,) U B(j.2) embeds ymplectically in Int B(1) itTI.: + i.: < I, while it embeds 
isometrically iff i, + E.2 < I. 
Let us now specialize to the case k = 1. We will denote by Y ( %)r the space of symplectic 
forms p on X = C Pz # C P’ which satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1.4(iii), and will 
write .Y(j.) for the larger space of symplectic forms which restrict on the sphere S, to an 
area form of weight 1 and which have weight L on the class E. We will show: 
THEOREM I .6. (i) every eltvnent in 9’ (1.) is difleomorphic to an elemenr of Y( 1.1,; and 
(ii) all the jbrms in Y’( i.), arc equicdent. 
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Kate 1.7. The equivalent of Theorem 16(i) is true for arbitrary k. In fact, one does not 
even need to know the topology of X, for this: we show in [S] that if ( V, w) is any compact 
symplectic 4-manifold which contains a symplecticaily embedded sphere S, with self- 
intersection S,*S, = 1. then (L: w) is symplectomorphic to (X,. p). where p satisfies the 
conditions of Proposition l.j(iii). 
Theorem 1.6 clearly implies Theorem 1.3. Further. Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 
1.6(ii) together with the equivalence of(i) and (ii) in Proposition 1.4. To prove Theorem 
1.6(i), we analyse the pseudo-holomorphic urves on (X, w) when w E .V( i. ). and show that 
X has the structure of a symplectic fibration with symplectic sections S, and XE in classes 
Land E respectively. This allows us to construct a diffeomorphism C$ of X which takes o to 
an element of Y’(L),. Then, we reduce (ii) to Gromov’s uniqueness result for symplectic 
structures on W’ by cutting and pasting. 
This paper is organized as follows. in + x-) we discuss blowing up and down and prove 
Proposition 1.4. In $3 we summarize some needed facts about holomorphic curves, and 
prove Theorem 1.6(i). Finally in $4 we prove the uniqueness result of Theorem 1.6(u). 
Our first result describes the structure of a symplcctic manifold (11~‘“. W) near the copy 
C of CP” - ’ which tics over a blown up point. (For mom information on symplcctic blowing 
up, see for cxamplc [SJ 3.4.4(D) or [6].) 
f’rooj: A small neighborhood of 2; is symplcctomorphic to a neighborhood of the zero 
section % in the bundle I_ -+ Cl’“-‘. If we identify I_ - % with C” - {O: in the usual way. 
then, as is explained in [6], the symplcctic form on C” - !O) may bc written as: 
where d: A d? = I: dz, A d?, and ?* d: = I: Zidzi etc. Define the map Q, from C” - {O} to 
C” - Bz”(i.) by 
so that I@(:)/’ = 1~)~ + 2’. As [6] points out, a simple calculation shows that 
@*((!I~) = (11~. Thus we may choose N, to be symplcctomorphic to the nciphborhood of 
Z in L whose boundary is taken by (0 onto C? B’“(i. + c). I 
COROLLARY 2.2. Thvrc is a .s~mplpctom~rphi.snt V from B’” (2 + E) - B2”( A) onto N, - X 
which P.YtcIll~.s continuously owr ?B’“(i.) to the .standord circle fibration 
? B”‘(2) -. a3P”-’ = I. 
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Thus. paradoxically. one can think of blowing down in the symplectic category as an 
expansion: the manifold u’is slit open along E. and then a large ball is sewn in. Conversely, 
symplectic blowing up is a collapsing process in which the interior of a large ball B’“(i) is 
cut out and its boundary is collapsed to )3. 
(2.3) Prooj of Proposition 1.4 
Let us first consider the equivalence between (ii) and (iii). We may think of X, as 
a (suitably smoothed) quotient of A,. where the outer boundary S B (1 I is collapsed via the 
Hopf map to S, and where each component 6i of the inner boundary is identified with 
CB(E.,) via ~0’. and then collapsed via the Hopf map to the appropriate exceptional sphere. 
By Corollary 2.2. the standard form o,, on A, descends to a form on X, which equals 
a multiple of the standard area form on S, and the S,. Therefore, the forms in (ii) which 
equal (u,, near ?A, correspond bijectively to forms on X, which are standard near 
z=s,us,,u .,.vs,,. By Moser’s theorem, any form in (ii) (resp. Y‘(i. Jr) is equivalent 
to a form which equals the identity near SA, (resp. is standard near Z). The result now 
follows easily. 
Next let us consider the cquivalcncc between (i) and (ii). We will begin by defining a map 
@ from isotopy classes [y] of embeddings g to equivalence classes [u] = (y*o: YE G(A,,)) of 
forms on A,,. To do this, obscrvc first that 9 = h “go for some compactly supported 
dilfcomorphism h of Int B(I). (This follows by the isotopy extension theorem, because 9 is 
isotopic to go through (non-symplcctic) embeddings of Ui B(I,) into Int B(l). See $1.) Now 
set (r = h* ((I),,). Since ir is symplcctic on Imq,,, the form d dots belong to (ii). Further, 
dificrcnt choices of 11 clearly yield cquivalcnt forms a. Hcncc WC may dcline CI, [y J to bc [u]. 
Notice that this proccdurc works in any dimension. 
In order to dcfinc a map Y from equivalence classes of forms (I to isotopy classes of 
cmbcddings g, wc need: 
Proof: See (4.3) below. I 
Given a form c as in (ii), choose an equivalent form o’ which equals the identity near 
?A ,,, and let u bc the form on B(1) obtained by extending u’ over Im g,, by (I)~,. If 1(1, is one of 
the ditfcomorphisms of Lemma 2.4, put Y([a]) = [$,,o y,,]. This is well-defined because 
II/ IcI”O-A ,*n = and is clearly inverse to CD. I 
Nofp 2.5. It is easy to see that an embedding y gives rise to Kahler forms u on A, and 
0 on X, if and only if the complex structure g+(J,) on Im 9 extends to an cu,,-tame 
intcgrablc structure J, on B(l) which equals Jo near (7B( I ). 
g. ~IOLOMORPtIIC CL’RVES 
We will begin by reviewing some of the main facts about pseudo-holomorphic curves on 
a compact symplcctic manifold V, using the formulation of Gromov’s theory given in [7]$4. 
See also [IO]. For the sake of simplicity we will work in dimension 4. although statements 
(3.1)(i) and (ii) below arc valid in all dimensions. 
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First recall that an almost complex structure J on a symplectic manifold ( i’. w) is said to 
be w-tame if w is positive on all J-complex lines in TI.. We will denote the Sobolev space of 
all H’-smooth w-tame J by B(U), where s is suitably large. It is easy to check that ,$(ti) is 
non-empty and contractible. Given a homology class A E H2( b*, Z) and an w-tame J. 
a purumrrri:ed J-hobwrphic rational A-curre (or A-curve for short) is a mapffrom S’ to 1’. 
which represents the class A. and is J-holomorphic in the sense that df ~ i = J 2 df where 
i denotes the usual multiplication by \/-r in TS?. The space of all such curves is denoted 
by .\I,( J. A ). We will always assume that curves are not multiply-covered. i.e. that f is 
somewhere injective. since multiply-covered curves require separate treatment. Then the 
reparametrization group G = PSL(Z. C) acts freely on IV,(J,A). and the quotient 
,)I I .I. .I ) = XI,[ J, A )/‘G is the space of unparametrized curves. We will usually not distin- 
guish explicitly bctwcen parametrized and unparametrized curves. Thus a curve could be 
a mapj’or its image C = ImJ: where/is J-holomorphic for some J which should be clear 
from the context. The main facts which we need arc: 
3. I.(i) Frdholm propcwy. Let .l/” be the set of pairs (/; J) where JE f (TV) and / is 
a J-holomorphic A-curve. Then the projection operator 4,: ./I, + ,Y(u>) is Frcdholm with 
indca 2(c(.4) + 2). where c(A) is the value taken by the first Chern class of I’on A. Thus, 
a generic JE,~((u) is a rcpular value of PA. which implies that RI,,(J, A) = f’; ‘(J) is 
a smooth nlilnif0ld of dimension 2((*(A) + 2). 
.II.(ii) (‘onrptrc~~~rc,s.s. (See [4] 1.S.R and [12].) The quotient space nI(J. A) = 
N,,( J, A), (; of unparamctrir.cd curves is compact whcncvcr suitable assumptions arc made 
about the class :I. In particular, hl (.I, A) is compact when A is J-sirnplc,. which means that 
.*I dots not split as a sum A, + . . . + A, of classes all of which can bc rcprcscntcd by 
J-holomorphic sphcrcs. Obscrvc that if A is J-simple for all J, and if J, and J, arc regular 
values of I’,, , then the manifolds IV (J,, A) and izf (J,, A) arc compactly cobordant: for J , 
and J2 may bc joined by a path SL which is transvcrsr to P, so that IV = f’,; ’ (2)/C; is the 
rcquircd cobordism. Marc gcncrally. suppose that J,E,J (w) is a scqucncc which convcrgcs 
to J,, E ,f (co) in the Ck +’ - topology, for some k 2 2. Then, even if A is not simple, any 
sequence C, of J,-holomorphic A-curves has a subsequence which converges in the Haus- 
dortT topology for subsets of 2’ either to a J,,-holomorphic curve or to a J,,-holomorphic 
cu.sp-c7lrrr. which, by definition, is a connected union of two or more J,,-holomorphic 
curves, some of which may be multiply-covered. 
3.1. (iii) f’osiririry o/inrprsrc.tion.s. Suppose that J is C”. An intersection point x of two 
distinct J-holomorphic curves C and C’ always occurs with positive orientation. Morcovcr, 
if the curves C and C’ do not intersect transversally at x, then .Y contributes a number k > I 
to the algebraic intcrscction number [Cl. [C” J. Thus, [Cl. CC’] = 0 if and only if C and C’ 
arc disjoint, and [C] . CC’] = I if and only if C and c’ meet exactly once transversally. and 
at a point which is non-singular on both curves. Further. if two distinct classes A and 5 are 
rcalircd by J-hoiomorphic curves for the same J, then A .5 2 0. These results are stated in 
[4] 2.I.C, and proved in [9]. 
3. I.(iv) Posifirif~ o/Chern cluss. In dimension 4. a curve C which is J-holomorphic for 
gcncric J must have c(C) > 0. More precisely. we show: 
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Proof. The space .Zf,(J, B) of parametrized J-holomorphic B-curves is the inverse 
image of J under the Fredholm projection operator P,: A’,, -+ 9 (w) where _K, is the space 
of all pairs Cf. J) such thatfis a J-holomorphic B-curve. The index of P, is Zc(B) + 4. Since 
the dimension of the reparametrization group G is 6,5f,( J, B) is empty for generic J when 
c(B) f; 0. Thus the set L: of J such that Vcontains no J-holomorphic B-curves with c(E) s 0 
and o(B) s K is dense in f(w), 
If I is not open, there is a sequence { Jij of elements of f(w) - Q which converges to 
J E @, and a sequence ( Ci } of J,-holomorphic curves such that c (Ci) I; 0 and w (Ci) 5 K. By 
the compactness theorem, a subsequence of the Ci must converge in the Hausdorff topology 
to a J-holomorphic curve or cusp-curve S. Observe that if c(C,) 5 0 for all i, there is at least 
one component S, of the limiting cusp-curve with c(Sj) 5 0. But this is impossible since 
JE/U. 
Finally, to see that I is path-connected, let J, and J, be elements of 17/. Since I is 
contractible, there is a path r in j(w) joining J, to J,, which we may assume to be 
transverse to the countable set of operators P, such that c(B) I 0. But then. since dim 
Coker df’, 2 2 for all such B, it is impossible for (r to meet Im P, for any such B. Therefore, 
z c Ju as required. a 
3.1.(v) Srnootl~~r~ss. Bccausc the results of (3.IHiii) have only been proved when J is C”‘, 
WC often must make sure that the J under consideration is C”-smooth. Thcrc arc scvcral 
ways to do this, but the most convenient is due to Flocr. who pointed out that if one sets up 
the Frcdholm theory a littlc more carefully one can restrict attention to the set ,f ’ ((!I) of ail 
P-smooth clcmcnts of ,f (OJ) cvcn though this is not a IIanach space. In particular. the set 
of clcmcnts of ,f ” ((u) which arc regular values of PA is dcnsc in .p ” ((II). Thcrcforc, WC will 
from now on restrict attention to C”-smooth J, and will apply (3.l)(iii) without further 
comment. This point is discussed further in [10]$2.3 and [7] 4.6. 
Strucfure 0j’curw.s on Q: Pz # a3’. 
As an application of these ideas we now work out the structure of the J-h&morphic 
curves in (X, (u) = (CP’ # G’, w) where WE 9 (A). Bccausc UJ restricts to an arca form of 
weight 1 on the sphere S, in class L, we may choose an elcmcnt J,,E f(w) which is 
difleomorphic to the standard integrable complex structure near S,_ and is such that S,_ is 
J,-holomorphic. Let JU be the subset of j(w) considered in (3.1) (iv), and write IL for the 
set of all C”-elements of #. Note that Jz(” is also open (in the set of all C’-elements of $), 
dense and path-connected. We first prove: 
LEMMA 3.2. For each o-tame J E %*, there is a unique J-holomorphic curoe Z, in class E. 
Prooj: We prove this in several steps. Most of the ideas here are taken from [4] 2.4.A. 
(a) The class L cannot be J-simple for generic J close to J,. 
Let/be a J,-holomorphic parametrization of St (where Jo is as defined above). Then 
(/. Jo) is a regular point for PL (see [4] Z.I.C, or [IO] Lemma 2.3.4). so that there is 
a neighborhood N (J,) of J, such that M,(J, L) is non-empty when JE N(J,). Let JEN(J~) 
be a regular value for PL, We will suppose that it is J-simple, and derive a contradiction. 
Consider the evaluation map 
e,: M,(J, L) X JS2 X S') --* X X X 
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given by (x z,, z2 )-+(f(:, )./(z2)). Because L is assumed to be J-simple, both the source 
and target of eL are compact and have dimension 8. Further, eL is injective away from the 
diagonal z1 = c2 because L. L = I. (Use (3.1)(iii).) Hence eL has degree 1. Because L* L = 1, 
it follows that there is a unique embedded L-curve C,(p, q) through each pair of distinct 
points p. y. 
But this implies that the Euler characteristic x(.X) is 3 rather than its true value 4t. For, 
given pairs of points p, q on X and pO, q0 on Q: P’, one can identify the tangent spaces TpX 
and T,X (considered with their complex structure) with the tangent spaces at p0 and qO, and 
then define a map from X - C (where C = C, (p. 4)) to the open ball C Pz - C P’, which 
takes the pencils of lines through p and q to the corresponding pencils through p0 and q,,. 
Since such a map is a homeomorphism, X - C is contractible. Thus X is a union X, u X,, 
where X, is contractible, X, deformation retracts onto the sphere C and X, nXx, z S’. 
Hence x (.U) = 3 as claimed. I 
(b) lj’ J E +V r is rrgulur and closr to J, [here are J-holomorphic E-curws. 
When J is sufhciently close to J,. there are J-holomorphic L-curves. and by (a) there are 
also J-holomorphic L-cusp-curves. Since L .(mL - kE) < 0 if m < 0. it follows from (3. I)(iii) 
that all such curves must have one component in class L - kE for some k > 0, and the 
others in some class pE. Howcvcr, if p > 1 thcrc arc no J-holomorphic pE-curves for generic 
J. For there can be at most once such curve, since pE.pE < 0. On the other hand, 
M,(J. pE) has dimension Zp + 4 > 6. Hcncc result. I 
Note first that the class E is J-simple for Jet@“‘. For, because c(E) = I. any E- 
cusp-curve must have at lcast one component Si with c(.S,) 5 0. which is impossible if 
J E ‘I/ ’ . Further. M (J. i:) has dimension Ind P, - 6 = 0 for generic J. llcncc, since ,ti”’ is 
path-conncctcd, (3.1 Hii) implies that the number of J-holomorphic E-curves counted mod 2 
is the same for all regular J E /u I’, But. bccausc E* E = - I, there is at most one J- 
h&morphic E-curve for each J. Hence. by (b). there is exactly one E-curve for regular 
J E Y I’. Since E is J-simple for JE-#“, the result now follows from the compactness 
theorem. I 
LKMMA 3.3. For euch J E Iu L rhrre is a unique J-holomorphic (L - E)-curve through euch 
point 0j X. 
ProoJ: Since (15 - E). (L - E) = 0, there is at most one (L - E)-curve through each 
point, and we just have to prove existence. Observe first that, when JeP”, L - E is 
a J-simple class. To see this, suppose that S,, . . ., S, are the components of an (L - E)- 
cusp-curve with [S,] = k,L - m,E. Because there is an E-curve, each m, 2 0. Since 
m, f . ..+m. = I, one mi = 1 and the others are 0. But then k, > 0 since w(S,) > 0. 
Similarly, any other k, must be > 0. The result now follows because k, + . . . -I- k, = 1. 
We next claim that when J is sufficiently close to J, there are (L - E)-curves. For if not, 
it follows from the remarks made in Lemma 3.2(b) that the only L-cusp-curves consist of 
two components, one in class L - kE for some k > 1, and the other a k-fold covered 
E-curve. (In fact, since JE&. k = 2.) In any case, there is at most one L - kE curve by 
tThc author is indebkd IO the referee for this simplification of the original argument. 
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(3. I )(iii) so that there is only one L-cusp-curve. C say. However, we can see that there must 
be more L-cusp-curves by the following argument. (One can also rule out this possibility by 
using Theorem 1.3 of [9].) 
By assumption on J, we may suppose that the evaluation map 
CL: AfP(L. J) x &SZ x S’) 4 s x X 
has depree I over Lr x U where L: is a small neighborhood of SL. Choose a path y = .x(r). 
0 I r I 1. in .Y which starts in C’ and meets the L-cusp-curve C only at its endpoint ;1( 1) 
which we will assume to lie on the kE-curve. Then choose a point y0 E U - C and let -7 be the 
path ;’ x y. in 9 x X. Consider the inverse image of y by eL. By construction. there are no 
L-cusp-curves through the pairs of points (x(t), yO) in 7. Therefore. by (3.l)(ii). -7 must lie 
entirely in Im cL which means that there is an L-curve through x(I). But this is impossible 
because s(l) lies on the kE-curve and I!.. E = 0. 
Now let J E /)/ ~ be a regular value for P,_ E, chosen close to J, so that M,(J, L - E) is 
not empty. Consider the evaluation map 
Y~_~: ,\I,( J, L - E) x $ -+ X. 
This is an injcctivc map between compact non-empty 4-manifolds and so must have degree 
1. In particular it is surjective. Hence the Lemma holds for those J. But ‘I/’ is path- 
conncctcd and L - E is J-simple for JE ‘I/‘, so this remains true for all J E t’/ ’ . I 
Proc$ We have already proved (i) and (ii), apart from the claim that the curves are 
embedded. We next prove the existence statement in (iii). We tirst claim that every 
L-cusp-curve is a union of an (I, - E)-curve with an E-curve. This follows by the arguments 
in Lemma 3.2(b) and Lemma 3.3, since, because 1, - E and E-curves exist for all J E # ” 
both (I, - E)‘(uI~. - kE) and E.(n~f. - kE) must be positive for any class ml_ - kE which 
can bc rcaliscd by a J-holomorphic curve. 
Now, consider the Fredholm operator 
P, x e: _I/,. I c;(S x S2)‘,(W) x x x x 
given by (J J, z, , zz )I+( J,/‘(z,),/(-_~)). Let J, be any element of@’ which is regular for P,. 
and let x1, y, be points in X which satisfy the conditions in (iii) with respect to J,. Next, 
choose a regular value (Jz. x2,y2) for P, x e with J,E”~” so close to J, and x2 # yz so 
close to S, that there is a J,-holomorphic L-curve through x-, and y2. Since ‘I/’ is 
connected, there is a path (J,, .‘I,. y,), I 5 I i; 2, which is transverse to P,, x e (except 
possibly when t = I). Clearly, we may assume that. for each t. neither of x,. .v, lie on the J,- 
holomorphic E-curve or on the (L - E)-curve through the other. For these conditions 
mean that the pair x,, y, must avoid a set of codimension 2 2. Hence there are no 
J,-holomorphic L-cusp-curves through the pair x,, y,. Since P,, x e is injcctive if :, # 22, it 
follows as in Lemma 3.3 that there is an L-curve through the points .yI, .vl. 
Thus the existence statement in (iii) holds for generic JE +‘f ‘. Since the only L- 
cusp-curves for J E ‘u r have type (L - E, E) (iii) must hold for all J E i4 ’ by the compactness 
theorem. Finally, one checks that all the curves are embedded by using (3.l)(iii). I 
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LEMMA 3.5. For each JCZ +Y” the (L - E)-curres form the jibrrs of a smooth 
x: x -t s’. 
Proo/ The evaluation map 
CL-E: M,(J, L - E) X cS2 -,x 
417 
jibration 
is smooth and bijective. Clearly, it suffices to show that its derivative has maximal rank 
everywhere. We will suppose that this fails to hold at (Jo, z,,), and derive a contradiction. 
By assumption, there is a sequence (A, zi) such that 
dist (_A (zi),f, (20)) -) 0 
dist (lmf;-, Imf,) ’ 
where dist(ImA, Im J,) denotes the Hausdorff distance. Thus, by restricting to a subsequ- 
ence, we may suppose that there are convergent sequences xi + x0 and yi --t y,, where .xi is 
the point on ImJ; closest to lm/e and yi is the point furthest away, such that 
dist (-xi, x0) ~ 0 
dist (pi. yo) ’ 
To see that this is impossible, let us identify a neighborhood of lmfe with S2 x D2 in such 
a way that J equals the standard split almost complex structure J, along Im/, = S2 x (0). 
By the results of [I I], we may also suppose that the discs (w} x D2, WES’. are J- 
holomorphic. Let L, = dist (yi.yO), and define the expansion map yj: S2 x 
D2(li)-+S2 x D’ by 
where D’(i.) dcnotcs the disc of radius L and D2 = D=(l). Note that the sequence 
Ji = (.yi)*( J) is uniformly bounded in the CL “-norm for all k 2 2 as Li -+ 0. In fact, if we 
write J, considered as an automorphism of the tangent bundle, as a matrix with respect to 
the obvious coordinates, then J = J, + A + B where a,, = 0 unless p. q = I, 2, b,, = 0 
unless p = 3,4 and q = 1,2, and A = B = 0 along u = 0. Thus Ji(w, u) = 
J, + A(w, E.,u) + (I/&)B(w, &u), and so converges to .i= J, + B, where B,(w, u) is linear 
in u. Observe that Jis a-tame on S2 x D2, where c = Kr + du, A du, for some large K. and 
r is an area form on S2. Hence the Ji are also a-tame for large i and so we may apply the 
compactness Theorem (3.l)(ii). Thus the sequence of J,-holomorphic curves gi(ImA) has 
a subsequence which converges to (cusp-)curve in S2 x D2. Clearly, this limit must be 
a curve homologous to C,, = S2 x (0). Moreover, by construction it goes through one point 
(the limit Of {gi(yi)]) on S2 x dDZ and one point (x0 = the limit of {gin) on Co. But this is 
impossible because Cc, is J-holomorphic and two distinct $holomorphic curves in the class 
of Co cannot intersect. I 
(3.6) Proof of Theorem I .6(i) 
Let wE:V(i.). We must find a diffeomorphism 4: X + X such that 4* (0) restricts to an 
area form on S, as well as S,. To do this, pick any J E 4‘“. By Lemma 3.5 this defines 
a smooth fibration n: X + S2 whose fibers are the (L - E)-curves. This fibration has 
a section in class E given by IZE. The curve S, will also be a section if we choose J so that S, 
is J-holomorphic. Similarly, if PE.Y’(‘~)~ and if we choose J’~f(p) so that both S, and S, 
are J’-holomorphic, there is a corresponding fibration 71’: X + S2 with S, and S, as sections. 
Therefore. we may take 4, to be any diffeomorphism which takes the fibers of I? to those of 
n and which takes the sections S,_ and S, into S, and Z’E respectively. I 
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$4. CNIQL’ENESS OF SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES OS CP’ # s 
We start with the following basic result of Gromov’s, where D’ denotes the unit disc in 
RZ. 
LEMUA 4.1. [-I] 0.3C Ij’ n is a s~mplrctic form on D’ x D2 which equc~ls wO neur the 
boundury. the set of all difleomorphisms $, of D2 x D’. which equal the identitp near the 
boundary and are such that II/,* (o,,) = a. is non-empty and contructible. 
Sketch ofProof. Let I,, be the set of all P-smooth a-tame almost complex structures 
on DL x Dz which equal the standard structure J, near the boundary. Clearly, the set of J/, 
defined above maps into x0 by the correspondence $, -+ ($; I)*( J,). Conversely, each 
element of ,_$, gives rise to a map $, = JI,, , with the above properties. To see this, note first 
that for each J E Jo there are two families .F, and F2 of embedded .I-holomorphic discs in 
(D’ x D’, a), one with boundaries dD2 x { y j, YE D2 and one with boundaries 
{x> x SD’. XED’. (The easiest way to construct these discs is to collapse D2 x D2 to 
S2 x S2 by making the obvious identifications along the boundary, and then to construct 
suitable families of holomorphic spheres using the techniques explained in $3 above.) Next 
one defines 4,: D’ x D’ + D2 x D’ to be the unique map which is the identity on the 
boundary and which takes the discs in the families Y, and ,F2 to the discs 0’ x (y} and 
{x) x D2, it is not hard to check that 4f(o,,) tames J. It follows that the forms 
ta + (I - t) +f (u+,), 0 5 t I I, are all symplectic, so that Mosct’s process defines an isotopy 
from 4, to a symplcctomorphism 1(1,.,. 
Observe that the diffcomorphism constructed in this way when J = (Jlbl)*(JO) is 
precisely l(/#. The desired conclusion now follows because 3, is contractible. I 
Note 4.2(i) The proof that $f ((IJ~~) tames J uses the fact that the discs 0’ x ( y} and 
{.x1 x Dz are w,-perpendicular, and does not work for more general families of holomor- 
phic curves, such as those formed by the L - E and L-curves on X. This is why we do not 
attempt to prove Theorem l.6(ii) by a similar argument. 
(ii) Since two choices of Ijl, difycr by an element of the group 3iff: (Int (0’ x 0’)) of 
compactly supported uJ,-preserving diffeomorphisms of Int (0’ x D’), Lemma 4.1 implies 
that this group is contractible. Note also that this lemma can be reformulated along the 
lines of Theorem 1.6 as a statement about the uniqueness of certain symplectic structures on 
on S2 x S2. (See [43 2.4.A;.) Similarly, Lemma 2.5 corresponds to a uniqueness tatement 
on CP’. (See [4] 2.4.B;.) 
(4.3) ProofojLemma 2.4. This is the analogue of Lemma 4.1, with D2 x D2 replaced by 
the unit ball B(1). We prove it by isotoping d until it equals w0 except on 
B(l/2)cD2(1/2) x D2(l/2)c B(1),andthenapplyingLemma4.1insideD2(l/2) x D2(1/2). 
Such an isotopy is provided by the resealing map h, given on 2-forms by: 
h,(p) = (l/s’).M:(~) 
where M,: R4 + R4 is multiplication by s 2 1. I 
We now prove uniqueness for symplectic structures on X = CP2 # cp2 by reducing 
the problem to Lemma 4.1 by cutting and pasting. We will first construct a model for an 
element in 9’( i.),, and then we will show that (X, p) is symplectomorphic to this model for 
every pEY(i.),. 
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(4.4) A model (X, r) for the symplecric form on CP’ # CP’ 
We will construct X = C P’ # 43 P’ as a fibration over S’ by gluing together two pieces 
(Y,, rl) and ( Y2, r2) where Y1 and Y, are both diffeomorphic to D’ x S’. Since the 
fibration IC: X + S2 is non-trivial, we must glue these pieces together by a map z: 
S’ x S’ + S’ x S’ which is isotopic to (0, ,-)c-,(0, 8.~1. where 0.2 is the image of: under the 
rotation of S’ c R’ through the angle 0 about the vertical axis. Let g be the multiple of the 
standard area form on SL with weight i.. and let p: S2 + W be the moment map (or 
Hamiltonian) associated to the circle action z H 0. 2, chosen so that its image is [O. A2/2]. 
It will be convenient o make the pieces Y, and Y2 rather square. Therefore. we will take 
Y, to be I2 x S’, where I* is a rectangle {(0, t): 0 I 0 I 2n, 0 < t I T,) in R*, and will take 
Yz to be the curved box 
((0, t, ,‘)E R* x S2: 0 I 0 I 271, -/‘(Q(z) I t I T2 ). 
where/is a non-decreasing function from [0,27r] onto [0,2n] which is constant near the 
endpoints. The forms r, and r2 are restrictions of the standard form r,, = d0 A dr + Q on 
R2 x S* to Y, and Y, respectively. We will glue the face t = T, of I-‘, to the face 
t = -_I-‘(@p(z) of Y2 by the map: 
~1(e, t. 2) = (0, I - T, -f*(a) l++j-(e) - ~1. 
It is not hard to check that a*(u) = (T +/‘(O)dfl A dp, so that a*(rz) = rl. Hence the 
symplcctic forms r, and r2 patch together to give a form on Y, ,u = Y,. Observe also that the 
boundary d of Y, u il Y, consists of four standard pieces given by 0 = const. and I = const., 
so that d has a neighborhood symplcctomorphic to the subset A x S’ of(R* x St, r), where 
A c R* is the domain between two rectangles. Therefore. one can identify 2 with a single 
fiber S* to get a fibered manifold X with symplectic form r. Note that X is diffeomorphic to 
CP2 # 9 because the attaching map a has the necessary twist. 
We can also see the sections S,_ and S, on this model. Let 2, and z, be the two poles of S* 
named so that ~(2,) < &). Then S,, is made from the points in Y, and Y, with z = z,, and 
S, is made from the points with z = z,. It is easy to see that p(S,,) - 
p(S,) = 2np(z,,) = a(S*), which is just as it should be, since the fiber Sz represents the class 
L - E. This completes the construction of the model. I 
(4.5) ProcJf of Theorem 1.6 (ii). By Lemma 3.5, every element p E .Y(i.), defines a fibration 
nP: X + S* whose fibers are J-holomorphic (L - E)-curves, and which has the fixed spheres 
S, and S, as sections. We claim further that X may be decomposed into pieces ( Y,, 7,) and 
( Y2, p2), where the manifolds Y,, Yz, the form r, and the attaching map z are exactly as 
above, and where p2 = 72 near d Y2. This follows immediately from the symplectic neighbor- 
hood theorem. For, if we identify some fiber F of n,, with S2, a closed neighborhood N(F) of 
F is symplectomorphic to the product D2 x S2, and we may choose the p-tame almost 
complex structure J which gives of, to be a product inside N(F). Then, x,IN(F) is just the 
projection, and we may take Y, to be a suitable subset of Int N(F). (We can make the area of 
n( Y,) as small as we like by choosing TI small.) It is then clear that we can identify the other 
piece with Y, in such a way that the above claims hold. Further, it is easy to check that we 
may assume that the sections S, and S, in (X, p) are identified with S, = {z = z,) and 
s, = {I = z,} in the model, in such a way that p2 = r2 near (S, u S,) n Y,. 
Thus, it remains to prove: 
LEMMA 4.6. Any form p2 on Y, which equals r2 near V = C? Y2 u [(S, v S,) ti Y,] is 
isoropic to r2 rel V. 
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Proof. Suppose first that the support of r2 - pz is inside the region {XE Y,: 
OIlH,)=I x S’. Then. by cutting I” x Sz open along S,, we may identify the fibers 
pt x (S’ - 2.) with Int D’ in such a way that we have a symplectic form (J on 1’ x Dz which 
equals we near the boundary and near the section S, = I2 x ( y. 1, and which restricts to the 
standard form on each disc (.yl x D’. Clearly, the argument of Lemma 4.1 applies just as 
well to I’ x 0’ as to D’ x D’. We may choose J so that the discs I’ x {yj belong to the 
family 9, for _V near Y,. and so that 9, consists of the discs (-xl x D’, XE D*. Then the 
map 4 is the identity near I’ x 1~~). Since u = w0 near I’ x {vO}, the second stage in 
Lemma 4.1 does not change 4 near IL x {yO} and the lemma follows. 
Thus we just have to rescale p2. reducing its support. To define this resealing, consider 
the diffeomorphism 
+: s2 - {Zl, 2” }-si x (O,i2/2)cS’ x R 
given by z + (4, p(c)), where [0, i.‘,‘2] is the image of the moment map p, and where the lines 
4 = const are perpendicular to the level sets of p. Then. translating in the r-direction, we 
may identify Y, - S, u S, with the subset of R2 x S’ x 08 given by: 
Y = ((0, c, 4, to: 0 I 0 I 277, -f’(0)&) - r, I: t 5 0,o < u < a; 
Because $*(&5 A du) = 6, the form r on Y2 corresponds to wo = dO A dt + d& A du on Y. 
Now define m,: RL x S’ x R + R’ x S’ x II by (0, r, 4, u)~(sO, st, (b, s’u) and put 
ii,(U) = (l/s’)(m,+)+o 
where u is a 2-form on Y. Since w. is invariant under h,, this operation transfers back to give 
a well-defined resealing h’, on those forms on Y2 i Rz x Sz which equal ?L near V. Further, 
h’, does not alter the cohomology class of forms. When s is sufficiently large, it is easy to see 
T - KS(y) has support inside a set of the form I’ x S’, as required. I 
PROPOSITION 4.7. AI/ cohomofoyous Kiihlrr jbrms on X, ure symplrctomorphic. 
Proof. Let J’, be a complex structure on X, with corresponding KChler form p,. Then 
J; may be perturbed to a generic complex structure J,, which is obtained from the standard 
structure on @P2 by blowing up k generic points in CP’. Thus, there is a diffeomorphism of 
X, which takes J, to a complex structure (which we will also call Ji) with the following 
description. Let 7r: X, -+ CP2 be the blowing down map which identifies the spheres S,, to 
distinct points zi and is a diffeomorphism otherwise. Then J, is the blow up at 
2 = (21, . . ., zk ] of some complex structure, Ji say on CP2, which is Z-generic in the sense 
that the set of points 2 is generic in the complex manifold (CP2, I,). Note that p, will not 
in general be Kahler for J, , but it does still tame J i . 
Now let J; and p2 be another such pair with [p,] = [p2 J. As above, we may perturb 
J; to a generic J,, which is diffeomorphic to the blow up at 2 of some Z-generic complex 
structure .i2. Now observe that ji and j2 may be joined by a path {I,}, 1 ~2 t 5 2, of 
Z-generic complex structures. (Since all complex structures on C P2 are diffeomorphic to 
the standard one Jo, this is equivalent o saying that the space of sets of k generic points in 
(CP’, Jo) is connected.) Thus there is a path {I,} in X, lifting {J,). 
For each t. let x( J,) be the Kahler cone of J,, that is the set of classes in ff2 (Xk; R) 
which have a J,-Klhler representative. If .P( J,) denotes the set of homology classes in 
H, (X,; Z) which may be represented by J,-holomorphic curves (of any genus), then, 
Y(J,) = {ueH’(X,; R):a(C) > 0 for all CE./(~,)}. 
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(This is clearly explained in [3] Ch 2.03.) Because each J, is Z-generic, the sets 
9( J,), I s r I 2. are all equal , so that the ;U( J,) are all equal. Further, S-(JI) c x(Ji) for 
i = 1.2. since the effect of passing to a generic J is to reduce 9(J). Therefore, the class 
a = CPll = Cd is contained in x(J,) for all t. Now observe that the space YtyI, of all 
symplectic forms on X, which tame J, and are in the class a, is contractible for each t. It 
follows that pI E.Y~ and p2 EL%‘~ may be joined by a path p,~.4p,, 1 I f 5 2, and so the 
result follows from Moser’s theorem. I 
(4.8) A’ores 1. If in Proposition 4.7 we start with Kghler forms which satisfy the 
conditions of Proposition I.lyiii), the above proof clearly shows that they are equivalent 
under the action of G(X,). 
2. It follows from Gromov’s packing inequalities (see [4] O.ZB, 0.3B) and from the 
remarks above that any cohomology class in Hz (X,, W) which has a symplectic representat- 
ive belongs to the KBhler cone .Y( J) of every generic J, and so has K5hler representatives. 
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